T he universe of prion and prionlike phenomena has expanded significantly in the past several years. Here, we overview the challenges in classifying this data informatically, given that terms such as "prion-like", "prionrelated" or "prion-forming" do not have a stable meaning in the scientific literature. We examine the spectrum of proteins that have been described in the literature as forming prions, and discuss how "prion" can have a range of meaning, with a strict definition being for demonstration of infection with in vitro-derived recombinant prions. We suggest that although prion/prion-like phenomena can largely be apportioned into a small number of broad groups dependent on the type of transmissibility evidence for them, as new phenomena are discovered in the coming years, a detailed ontological approach might be necessary that allows for subtle definition of different "flavors" of prion / prion-like phenomena.
Given the high profile of prion research, there is always a temptation to use terms like "prion-like" to describe experimental data in order to make the presentation or interpretation of a phenomenon more attractive, or newsworthy. For example, the term "prion-like" can describe domains that have sequences that "look like" prions. In the case of mammalian prions, this might refer to a divergent homolog of the globular Prion Protein domain. Also, sequence tracts that have similar composition to budding-yeast prion determinant domains are often labeled prion-like. In a conceptually different way, "prion-like activity" or "prion-like propagation" may also refer to self-propagating protein aggregates that may not yet meet a stricter prion definition. The latter meaning of "prionlike" is employed in this commentary.
In the simplest sense in the scientific literature, the term "prion" has been used as a name for self-propagating alternative conformations of proteins (i.e., that are propagated sustainably to further protein copies upon binding). In this sense, many amyloids might ultimately be definable as prions. Experimental transmissibility is a proof of such propagation. However, in another sense, the concept of "prion" entails this proven transmissibility. This is either: (1) within the context of diseases, transmissibility into multicellular organisms; (2) within the context of fungal prions, transmissibility into individual fungal cells (unicellular organisms). It is this latter sense of "prion" that we use in this brief discussion. (In a third, most limiting sense, prions are only infectious pathogenic agents, and only PrP prions currently fit this definition, outside of a laboratory context.)
Here, we discuss briefly the issue of how to deal with the diverse prion/ prion-like phenomena informatically. To frame this, we refer to a simple threecategory classification that we used in the PrionHome database of prion and prionrelated sequences. 3 These three basic categories of prion/prion-like phenomena are: (1) prion proteins, (2) transcellular prionoids (proteins that demonstrate prion-like propagation between cells within a disease context), and (3) quasiprions ("quasi-" meaning "almost") which are proteins that can underlie prion-like behavior, but do not fit the definitions of (1) or (2).
Prion Proteins
A prion protein is a protein that is known to form prions. A prion is defined here as any unit of sustainable propagation of an altered state of a protein or proteins; the prions are either propagated by infection into individual organisms (as in the case of the mammalian prion protein PrP), or by cytoplasmic/nuclear inheritance to progeny organisms (as for the prions of budding yeast). In the receiving organisms, the prions are propagated through co-option of homologs of the infecting protein(s); these homologs may or may not be transgenic homologs. In the case of PrP, transgenic orthologs from non-laboratory animals are typically introduced into lines of laboratory animals to study the prion Figure 1 . Classification of prion/prion-like phenomena into broad groups. the prions and quasi-prions can be apportioned into four different broad groups, plus the transcellular prionoids. A narrower prion definition would place Group ii in the Quasi-Prions, or conversely, a broader definition would place Group iii in the Prions. Group i corresponds to the type Am* prions in the current PrionHome database release (http://libaio.biol.mcgill.ca/prion), Group ii to the type Am and Ac prions, Group iii to the Quasi-prions from Alberti, et al. 4 and Group iV to the remaining Quasi-prions. in each box, the protein names and PrionHome database accessions are listed for examples from each category (for prions the name of the prion phenomenon is also given). Complete sets of the categories are available in the database. the database also includes: interactors of prion proteins, paralogs and orthologs of prionogenic proteins, and candidate prion sequences predicted algorithmically, [3] [4] [5] and tools for visualizing alignments and structures for database entries. Specific experimental details about each prion/prion-like phenomenon are listed in the comments sections of individual database entries.
propagating ability of these proteins. Obviously, mechanistically, the process of prion transmission for multi-cellular organisms is very different to that for single-celled yeasts.
Such prion proteins have varying degrees of experimental support. They can be divided into two main clear groups of sequences, that are linked to narrower or broader definitions of "prion" (Groups I and II in Fig. 1) . A third group of sequences that are prionforming as constructs during propagation to yeast mitotic progeny, are included in the Quasi-Prion category (Group III in Fig. 1 ). These Groups represent a grading from "proven" to "suspected" prions. They are derived from categories in the PrionHome database (as described in the legend to Fig. 1) , and examples of each Group are listed in the figure.
Group I comprises prion proteins that have been demonstrated to be infectious. Several such proteins (e.g., Het-s small s protein, PrP, and Sup35p 6-10 ) have been strongly proven to be able to form prions, in experiments where infectious prion particles formed in vitro from recombinant protein have been introduced artificially into organisms, to initiate sustained prion propagation. Obviously, this proof for prion infectivity is of course very different in terms of experimental design, for singlecelled and for multi-cellular organisms. In the case of amyloid-derived prions, this simple criterion of organismal infection is the highest standard of evidence for defining prion-forming proteins. Additional experiments show or robustly confirm the proteinaceous nature of the phenomenon, such as the classic list of criteria derived by Wickner, in the case of fungal prions. 11 However, arguably, there might still be problems with such infection experiments; the in vitro prions are derived from recombinant proteins, and, as such, it is not clear how similar they are to genuine in vivo-derived prions, and they are generally less efficient at propagating. 12 Furthermore, it has been shown that cofactors of various sorts may be required to promote formation of specific prion strain conformations that are relevant to natural biological prion propagation. 10, 13, 14 Also, despite such successful experiments to infect with in vitro-derived prions, the in vivo context may be complicated by the occurrence of cross-seeding or induction of one prion by another (e.g., the [ The Group I prion proteins include the unusual case of the CPEB protein from Aplysia californica, which contains a glutamine-rich domain that forms amyloids within neurons. This amyloid formation contributes to long-term synaptic facilitation. 16, 17 However, the amyloid remains inside the neurons, and is not passed on from neuron to neuron, or from organism to organism. CPEB is thus a special case since, unlike the other Group I members, it full-length sequence underlies prion propagation when introduced artificially in budding yeast, even though there is no corresponding prion-forming protein that is native to budding yeast 16, 17 (although there is a very divergent homolog of CPEB in budding yeast, that actually has a "prion-like" domain, it has nothing to do with the model system that has been set up in yeast to study CPEB prion propagation).
Group II comprises proteins that have not been shown to be infectious using the laboratory protocols described above for infection with recombinant in vitro -derived prions; they do however form prions that are passed onto progeny cells through cytoplasmic (or in some cases, nuclear) inheritance, independent of the passage of genetic material. This has been demonstrated through use of such techniques as cytoduction, or through demonstration of non-Mendelian inheritance. Complementary experiments show or robustly confirm the proteinaceous nature of the phenomenon, such as the classic list of experimental criteria derived by Wickner, 11 in the case of fungal prions (reversible curing; overproduction of the protein increasing frequency of prion generation; phenotypic similarity between prion formation and a mutation in the gene making the prion protein). Group II is divided into subgroups IIa, IIb, and IIc ( Fig. 1) : IIa is for amyloid-based prions that are propagated using the fulllength sequences of the prion proteins, whereas IIb is for amyloid-based prions that are propagated using constructs that contain putative prion domains. Group IIb contains the [NU + ] prion, which was shown using cytoduction to propagate, 18 using a construct of the putative prion domain of the New1p protein replacing the prion domain of the Sup35p protein.
Group IIc includes the non-amyloid prions, such as [β], which is the autocatalyzed active state of the enzyme cerevisin. 19 Of course, stricter definition of Prion would place the Group II proteins in the Quasi-Prion category (Fig. 1) .
Transcellular Prionoids
The term prionoid was originally used to describe proteins that have prion-like propagation, that sometimes becomes evident on passage between cells. 20 Here, a transcellular prionoid is defined as a protein with a prion-like altered state, which demonstrates cell-to-cell prionlike propagation within a disease context. Also, we restrict this definition to proteins from multicellular organisms.
Currently, some of the transcellular prionoids have been demonstrated to cause experimental organismal transmission; however, it is not clear whether other co-factors are necessary for this organismal transmission, or whether the amyloid inoculations are simply "seeding" an on-going process. For example, tauopathy is a neurodegenerative condition linked to the aggregation of Tau protein in the brain, e.g., as in Alzheimer disease, where Tau aggregates are formed in neurofibrillary tangles. This tauopathy can be induced by injection of preparations from the brains of transgenic mice with tauopathy, into transgenic mice expressing human mutant tau. 21, 22 Also, mechanisms of cellto-cell propagation of Tau aggregates have been discovered, indicating that Tau is thus a transcellular prionoid. 23 However, at the time of completion of this commentary, tauopathy has yet to be induced by injection of in vitro-derived Tau aggregates made from recombinant protein, into an organismal model that does not spontaneously develop tauopathy, meaning that we would not yet classify Tau aggregate propagation as a Group I prion phenomenon.
A potential problem with the transcellular prionoid classification is that, outside of a laboratory context, transcellular propagation also may not be distinguishable from amyloid "seeding" of an already on-going process (as above for organismal transmission).
Quasi-Prions
A quasi-prion is defined as a protein that has some behavior like a prion, but does not fit the definition of either a prion or a transcellular prionoid (Fig. 1) . They are assorted protein sequences with specific individual stories.
For example, the quasi-prion mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein (MAVS) functions in the innate immune response in humans. 24 The functional form of MAVS is an amyloid-like aggregate that can co-opt other copies of the protein into the aggregated form. The aggregates are made from a MAVS isoform that plays a role in the assembly of anti-viral signaling complexes on the mitochondrial membrane. 24 Also, MAVS aggregates that are formed in vitro can be introduced into cells to propagate the aggregated form to other copies of the MAVS protein, in the absence of viral infection. However, there is currently no evidence that MAVS aggregates can propagate from cell to cell in vivo, or from organism to organism (which would make it a prion, according to the definition above).
The transcellular prionoid sequences could be moved to the Quasi-Prion category, but are kept in a separate category, since they comprise a distinct set of cases in multicellular organisms that demonstrate cell-to-cell propagation relevant to disease processes.
We include in the quasi-prion category, a set of sequences that are "prionogenic" as constructs during propagation to yeast mitotic progeny (these are labeled Group III in Fig. 1 ). Some such "prionogenic" proteins have been identified in a largescale screen for prions that use artificial constructs for some critical experiments. 4 Data from fluorescence microscopy, electrophoresis, in vitro assembly assay, and Sup35C prion assay indicated that >20 proteins are likely prionogenic. 4 In labeling these sequences as prionogenic, the key experiment was the Sup35C prion assay (in conjunction with evidence for in vivo amyloid formation from the other assays). it is taken away from its normal translation termination role, causing stop-codon read-through in the ADE1 reporter gene. In the Sup35C prion assay, to replace the Sup35 prion domain, candidate prion domains were fused to the Sup35p C-terminal protein domain. The candidate prion domains were parts of native yeast protein sequences that were predicted to be prionogenic using an algorithm trained on known prion domain cases. However, these Group III proteins have not been shown more strongly to be prions, using techniques involving the absence of transfer of genetic material, as for New1p (see above).
Concluding Remarks
Classification of prions and prionlike phenomena is an on-going dynamic process. Seizing on one classification does not please every reader, reviewer or editor, as an overview of the literature will indicate. In the broad flexible classification used here, the Groups in Figure 1 are characterized by a type of transmissibility evidence for propagating proteinaceous particles. A narrower definition of prion protein is possible, if we moved Group Figure 2 . An example of a prion ontology hierarchical tree. the "type" of propagation can be classified using a simple hierarchical tree of terms. the most specific terms arise at the leaf nodes of the tree, with more general terms at appropriate internal nodes. Proteins underlying prion or prion-like phenomena can be annotated with terms from multiple such trees. According to this tree, for example, the yeast protein rnq1p would be annotated with the terms Po01 and Po10.
II to the Quasi-Prion category (Fig. 1) . Alternatively, as in a previous version of the PrionHome database, 3 we could move Group III to the Prion category. Also, the Transcellular Prionoid category could be made a Group in either the Prion or Quasi-Prion category (Fig. 1) .
In the future, when there is a larger corpus of prion data, it will be possible to derive more elaborate hierarchical ontologies of these proteins, in the style of the Gene Ontology (GO). 25 The Gene Ontology classifies gene products according to three ontological hierarchical trees ("cellular component", '"molecular function" and "biological process"). In these ontological trees, more general ontological terms such as "nucleic acid-binding" have more specific 'child' terms, such as "DNA-" or "RNA-binding". For prion/prion-like phenomena, such an ontology would consider: the behaviors of the individual prion/prion-like phenomena both in vivo and in vitro; specific experiments supporting the proteinaceous nature of the phenomena; detail about the constructs used in experiments; and, distinctive characteristics of the sustainable propagation at the molecular level. For example, for yeast prions, such molecular characteristics entail suitably higher relative fragmentation rates that enable infectiousness. 26 Another distinguishing characteristic of yeast and other prions may be a lack of the sort of reversibility in amyloid formation that is observed for the functional amyloid Pmel17. 27 An example of a prion ontological tree is shown, for the "type" of prion propagation (Fig. 2) . The ontological terms at each node of such trees could be used to annotate proteins that underlie prion/prion-like phenomena, and give a complete, searchable description of each phenomenon. For example, the yeast protein Rnq1p would be annotated with the "PO01" and "PO10" terms from the tree. As the specific cases of CPEB, Tau, MAVS and [NU + ] (discussed above) demonstrate, such a framework of multiple ontological trees would enable more subtle classification of different "flavors" of prion/prion-like phenomena.
We hope that this commentary may instigate other investigators to contribute their views on this classification problem, in this journal forum or in others.
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